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Continuous Integration (CI) the process that is performing tasks continuously itself. Software development and its testing started a new era, which allows making the process productive and faster.

It has been one of the fast growing industries in many parts of businesses. By the years development techniques has been improving and produced a quality product to the client in a shorter period. The competition raised, but expense of the production got smaller.

Automation testing is a testing model that allows performing test automatically. As a part of the continuous integration, it gives great benefits and opportunities. The main task of this thesis was to build an environment for continuous Integration test automation. It allows execute the unit tests automatically using Jenkins as a tool.

Secondly write several Unit tests for testing only one particular part of the code for correct output and start running these tests in the new automated environment. As a result of this project, stable automated CI environment for the execution of unit tests.
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1 Introduction

The work presented in this thesis was done based on requirements of Nokia Networks Network Company that is concentrating on providing fast and height standard network connections and solutions all over the world. Telecommunications is the core business since 1990’s this day’s concentrate on Network, location, and Nokia technologies.

This work is happening in agile working environment focusing on integrating automation testing. Apply new Continuous Integration (CI) environment for unit tests automation using Jenkins as a tool. To be able to compose this project, lots of issues needed to be solved and learned.

This thesis is divided it two parts; first is background information and second the practical work. In theory part chapters 2,3,4,5 and 6 will be described shortly software testing itself and automation testing, second moving into Agile and Scrum frameworks that have been integrated at the same time. Third continuous integration and Jenkins as a continuous integration tool that used in this project for unit test automation. Robot Framework that is the actual software that was under testing. Finally chapter 7,8,9,10 setup of the integration environment.

The final goal of this project is an independently working CI environment for automated unit tests.

2 Software testing

During the software development process, different tests in different stages of product development are used. However, it does not mean that written code is a bed, it is because most applications are complex, and it is very difficult to see all possible problems in it. Tests are written based on the user needs and specification requirements. (Mathur A.P. 2008)

Software development is a complex and long process, and it requires the use of different software testing types and tools. Testing methods change with time. As the field of software testing is growing, and it is becoming more complex. Automated testing increases development speed as it allows short development cycle, saves time, human resources, and money. These days of software engineering automated testing is taking an important part in many development environments in software engineering. (Dustin. E., Rashka. J., Paul, J. 2008)
2.1 Testing Types

Different software testing types and methods are used to help software testing to identify completeness, accuracy, quality and security. The phases of software testing done for the customer. It helps the client follow the quality of the product in every development stage. (Satalkar, B. 2011)

The next figure shows different development stages and tests required for particular development phases.

![Development stages and needed tests](image)

Figure 1: Development stages and needed tests

1. Product development
   - Module and Unit testing
2. Architectural design
   - System, functional and integration testing
3. End product
   - Acceptance testing

2.1.1 Module/Unit Testing

Unit testing ensures correct behavior, specific action or logic of software unit. The unit is separate software component. Its success or failure authenticates or rejects a single unit, individual hardware, software unit, or group of related units. It very first partial test as soon as some feature is developed. Unit tests have to be written through all development process. It is essential to unit test the feather before combining it with other software additionally after combination failure is hard to find. Can be executed two different ways manually and automatically.
2.1.2 Integration testing

Integration tests are the interaction between software and hardware components. Testing happens between multiple units. Verify functionality of combined units together.

2.1.3 Regression Testing

Retesting of component or system to ensure that updates or changes have not made any problems and still works with its requirements. (Williams. L., 2006)

It focuses on retesting the product. Checks that there are no new defects after same problems have been fixed; mostly done automatically sometimes manually.

2.1.4 Functional Testing

Performed manually or automatically based on the specification, special functionality of the software or its part. Mostly done using these five points; suitability, security, accuracy and fulfillment.

2.1.5 System testing

Product based testing of the entire complete combined system, which tests based on requirements of all system parts.

2.1.6 Acceptance Testing

Acceptance testing is the final phase of testing. The purpose is to ensure that the product meets the standards of quality to be accepted by the client. Made from combination of tests; ensure that the product has right output from the production phase. It also focuses on things other than functionality that includes documentation and other items related to the product. The test verifies, does the product meet the customers demand and ensure correct delivery and shows the success of all solution.

2.1.7 Beta testing

Beta testing is testing by potential users. All errors found, have to be reported to the development team. (Jenkins, N. 2008)

3 Agile

Agile model concentrate more on interaction with the customer value. The main goal is to make flexible and efficient product by interacting with the client all the time while developing the process.

The top priority of the agile manifesto is customer satisfaction based on early continuous delivery. The timescale is from two weeks to two months. The idea is that business people and
developers working together through all projects. Business side gives developers support to go through the job by motivating them and providing all they need to succeed in the job.

3.1 Scrum framework

It is a framework that can be used to develop the different process. It organizes workload, estimates product workload: sprint, planning phase, clarify requirements. Estimate all tasks, makes work more collaborative during the sprint. Sprint helps to follow the progress, finish work on time, and review challenges.

3.2 Scrum development cycle sprint

Appendix 1: Scrum development process
Scrum cycle main work and questions

In these two pictures is shown the sprint cycle and the main steps to consider in every phase of the cycle. The Scrum cycle has seven main phases in the development process and responsible roles for each stage.

Sprint is a unit of development. Estimated Timeline Last between 24 hours and one month. In the Sprint Backlog, development team estimates timeline for every feature they have to deliver during the Sprint. Divides features on separate units, one feature as one unit. The 24h Scrum starts with short 15 min stand-up meeting. The team first talk, what is done and what will do during 24hour sprint, and what are the problems. During 24 hours, Sprint development team deliver features based on the feature priorities defined on 24h scrum meetings and delivering the features. One’s feature has met its requirements it has the definition as done.

Ones in 30 days or in a week team demos done features, which also shows how successful was iteration(sprint), how well development process is progressing and how successful the estimation. Work has to be accepted by the Product Owner. After that, it can be delivered as a product. Every Sprint and every done delivery of the feature is a deliverable piece of ready software. All possible bugs (problems in code) and small changes always joined to the next sprint.

The other bigger issues and requests added to the Product Backlog. At the start of product development process, after checking and improvement of the Sprint, the development team have a review discussion about what went well and badly during the sprint, and what they still have to improve.

4 CI-Continuous Integration

“Continuous Integration is a software development practice where members of a team integrate their work frequently; usually each person integrates at least daily - leading to multiple integrations per day. Each integration is verified by an automated build (including test) to detect integration errors as quickly as possible” - Martin Fowler

4.1 Performance cycle of CI

CI (Contentious Integration) Set of processes to automate and integrate new builds. Everything in CI starts from developers and other members same as database, build and other teams who make changes to the program source code.
When teams are working on the same code risk of breaking the software is large. CI automates the building of the packages. Continuous integration checks packages which keeps the system up and running as a quality control.

“Build acts as a process of putting source code together and verifying that software works as a cohesive unit”-Duvall Paul- continuous integration

In the picture is CI system performance process and how they are working together.

Appendix 2: The system components of a CI

1) The CI process starts with the developer committing source code to the repository (database to store the code). After that, the CI server is polling this repository for changes in the integration build machine. The polling time defined by the developer or tester.

2) After committing to the repository, CI server uses the latest copy of the code and then executes the build script.

3) Than CI server send the results to the specified members of the team, this feature can be also modified separately.

CI requires four features. CI-server continuously polls for changes in repository
• connection to a version control repository
• automated build script
• some feedback mechanism (such as e-mail)
• the process for integrating the source code changes (manual/automated)
4.2 Version Control

The version control repository is one of the important parts of CI system because it is simply used to be able to handle changes in the source code and other software issues.

4.3 Version control tool Subversion

The version control system provides a track to all changes that are happening in the files. Providing a detailed history of changes that have been (happen) during the development phase. It provides ability to change, edit, rename or delete files. It keeps all the history of made changes in it. Every developer can get the old version of the code anytime they want and see how the code has been developed up to this day.

Source control repository. Makes it easy to share the files in the team. Tracks all changes. If some of the team members breaks code, previous version of the code can be found from version control history. (Collins-Sussman, B., W. Fitzpatrick, and C. Pilato, M.2011)

Appendix 3: Suversion basic work cycle

- Update your working copy
  - update
- Make changes
  - add
  - delete
  - copy
  - move
- Examine your changes
  - status
  - diff
  - revert
- Make others' changes into your working copy
  - update
5 Project overview

Unit testing is actual on all levels of software development, and it usually is developed along with the production code, but not builds in a final software product. It tests concrete object of the code on its performance. (Paul Hamill 2005) Continuous integration testing, set of different tools to execute unit test automatically as soon as developer adds new features to it. The framework helps developers avoid the broken software.

This work took place at Nokia Networks Espoo office in Karaportti. The main requirement was to set up the Continuous Integration automation testing environment using Jenkins as execution unit test tool on the main company server and Python due to the test cases will be written in Python scripting language. Connect to the version control, assemble the job and test the system functionality by running unit tests.

Project objectives
- Preparing environment
- Download needed plugins
- Connecting all pieces together
- Define test parameters
- Setting new job parameters
- Running test cases
- Result analysis

6 Jenkins CI-server

Jenkins is Java-based open source Java-based continues integration (CI) server or continuous build monitoring tool for execution jobs repeatedly, also known as a test automation testing tool. It continuously tracks development errors in the early stage of software development.

Jenkins concentrates on two main tasks: first is to perform testing and second is building projects continuously.

Jenkins is one of the largest open source CI build system. Because of its flexibility, hundreds of plugins and resilience with different types of systems. It allowing various environments and work with multiple process stakeholders involved.
6.1 Jenkins build

Combined group of test cases in the performance log. In the build properties defined performance details and special requirements.

When creating a Jenkins build all performance details into the performance log have to be outlined. Also, name and library where from the source code will be taken.

Project Name is the name of the project, also the name of the build.

The amount of days in the timeline box has to be specified. This will keep build information and history as long as needed. (Christopher, O., 2015)

7 Robot Framework

Robot Framework is open source test automation framework written in Python scripting language. It is used to write acceptance tests using keyword concept. Keywords are short commands, which are provided by different libraries. (Turnquist, G., L. 2011)

Test data represents using different formats, like THML (Hypertext Markup Language), TSV(Tab-Separated Values), plain text or rest (Restructured Text).

After defining custom keywords, robot framework maps keywords to Python code.

On the figure is robot framework structure

```
Test Data

Robot Framework

Test Libraries

Test Tools

System Under Test
```

Appendix 4: Robot Framework Structure

Robot Framework process data as shown in the figure. First it takes test data, a process into the appropriate format, receive data from ready form and at the end report it. (N.S.N., 2008-2014) for this particular robot framework tool, unit tests will be set using Jenkins.
8 Setting a working environment

All software was installed on Windows XP using official websites of each software.

8.1 Java
Downloaded latest Java and installing latest Java Runtime Environment (JRE) from Java installer website. Jenkins is Java-based web application, and Java Runtime Environment is-ness ashery to run it.

8.2 Apache Tomcat

8.3 Putty
Is open source program of Telnet and Secure Shell (SSH), It is used to be able to access data from one computer to another computer over a network. It creates the connection between Windows operating system computers to others operating system for example Linux, using host key of an IP address. It requires some internet connection.

Secure Shell (SSH) is designed to protect your computer from network attacks. Putty is recording every host key in the Windows registry of servers which is connected earlier. Every time while connecting to the server SSH checks that the same host key is used, if not it send the notification.
(Tatham, S., 2001-2015.)

Putty.exe file is downloaded from official website ch­ark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/download.html based on the instruction given.

Used in this work, for easy access to Jenkins server from working computer, because Jenkins was running on the companies official private servers.

Version control/Subversion
Open source file management system Subversion was downloaded from official web site subversion.apache.org/download/
8.4 Eclipse environment

Eclipse is a plug-in based software development platform. The integrated development environment (IDE) which is a combination of different features. Combined editor, translator and a lot of different possible plug-ins for software development and testing. Can be used for different programming languages as C++ or Python or graphical environment Framework (GEF), Visual Editor (VE), Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF). Used as a part of the personal working environment.

8.4.1 PyDev plugin for Eclipse

It is providing Python scripting language integrated development environment (IDE) Used for programming, code navigation, debugging and many more development features. (Vogel, L., 2013) In the project used as a part of the personal development environment. Downloaded from official website eclipse.org

9 Installing Jenkins server

Jenkins can be installed several ways one is from official website jenkins-ci.org and download the war. File using the direct link, alternatively, using mirrors.jenkins-ci.org/windows/latest Windows native package. Can be found by googling Jenkins windows installer. Jenkins can be installed several ways one is from official website jenkins-ci.org and download the war. File using the direct link, alternatively, using mirrors.jenkins-ci.org/windows/latest Windows native package. Can be found by googling Jenkins windows installer.

Download and saving compressed file.
Unzipping zip file into the default folder extracting and saving all the files.

To all computer, warning dialogs say ok. Run the program by clicking on setup file in the extracted folder. When Jenkins installation wizard appears pressing next, file location same; next on the next window. installing.
At the end finish button. Jenkins server starts automatically.

Figure 2: Jenkins starting Page

9.1 Jenkins Plugins for Python Scripting language

9.1.1 Virtual NV

Downloaded from official website pypi.python.org/pypi/virtualenv. Creates isolated or private working environment; can be used for testing before committing ready code into the real-time environment. (Virtualenv., 2015)

9.1.2 Pip-installer

Is used for installing easily python, the installer for Python packages. It helps to install software easily. pip.pypa.io/en/stable/ (Pypa., 2015) In this project used as a part of Jenkins Testing environment.
9.1.3 Nose-framework

Nose is the light framework for unit testing, which gives speed to the unit test execution. pypl.python.org/pypi/nose/1.3.6 (Parkin, T., 2014)
In this work generates XML-reports.

9.2 Manage Jenkins/ Jenkins system configuration

At the first page starting Manage Jenkins.

![Jenkins system configuration](image)

Figure 3: Jenkins system configuration

Configuring default settings
Setting up Java Development Kit by adding a right path to Java Home.

9.3 Jenkins Plugins for Python Scripting language

Jenkins plugins are needed to be able to extend usability of the tool. Adding plugins by going to the Manage Jenkins→Manage Plugins, after all plugins are installed restarting Jenkins.

9.3.1 Virtual NV

Downloaded from official website pypi.python.org/pypi/virtualenv. Creates isolated or private working environment; can be used for testing before committing ready code into the real-time environment. (Virtualenv., 2015)

9.3.2 Pip-installer

Is used for installing easily python, the installer for Python packages. It helps to install software easily. pip.pypa.io/en/stable/ (Pypa., 2015)

In this project used as a part of Jenkins Testing environment.
9.3.3 Nose-framework

Nose is the light framework for unit testing, which gives speed to the unit test execution. pypi.python.org/pypi/nose/1.3.6 (Parkin, T., 2014) In this work generates XML-reports.

9.4 Configuring New Job in Jenkins

From the starting page choosing New Job

First starting establishing job parameters, which is used throughout all the tests. Assembling environment based on the client requirements.

Setting up a project name

JDK as default
Figure 5: Build configuration, connecting to the version control

Defined parameters of the build history the amount of days 181 days.
Jenkins data from the sources we defined in the subversion through URL. Any update in the code of origin defined the update, as much as possible.
Figure 6: Build configuration

Specifying Trigger when build should be triggered, in my case it will be triggered every 1 min and checking if something has changed in the repository. Polling means when automated build start to run the tests after the code is modified and saved and committed in the Subversion (SVN), in this project its takes one minute. As environment variable, in the build execution shell path of Virtual NV has been modified. That means that it creates virtual environment automatically for the builds that run under this job.

After every update, Jenkins runs the built as many changes made as many times new build created.

In source code management, needed files can be chosen. From the picture above the source code, management tool is subversion (SVN).

In the execution shell, the proxy root is defined in the highly protected network proxy is always required, to be able to take any information from the outside world.
Figure 7: Execution shell and repository path

In another execution shell, the root for the directory is represented. Result report in post build actions determined in Extensible Mark-up Language (XML); the job is set and ready to run builds.

10 Jenkins Result analysis

On figure 13 is Graphical User Interface (GUI) of Jenkins environment after build execution. There are several builds completed. Every Jenkins job has as many builds as many modifications we make to the tests. After every modification, new build is created and performed automatically as soon as the source code has been updated.

There are three jobs at the moment, and two of the jobs have blue bullets and last one is red. The first one has thunder, next is cloudy, and the final one is red and thunder. All these weather signs describe the performance of the jobs.

Blue means successful run and thunder, failed builds inside the job. The job is still successful, but it has many failed builds in it, it means that the test is passing but has some concerns that what thunder sign demonstrates. The weather symbol changes from sunny to cloudy and at the end of thunder. Sunny is successful build no fails. Cloudy means that there are few failed builds in the job. Thunder shows up whenever jobs build fails. While bullet sign is blue, there is no worries. Red means unsuccessful performance of the job; that job has lots of failed builds, and the test has failed.
This graph shows how many builds failed for this product. On the left side are executed builds and amount of builds in the job. Colours would mean the result of build run if build run was red it means failed, blue successful run.

On the graph on the right side as well shown all results of performed builds as red and blue.
Every build also means, how many times source code has been changed and how successful. On the graph, some amount of builds has passed, and some were broken. Based on the picture below we based on a pass or failed build results software quality can be analyzed.

Figure 10: Result analysis graph zoomed

On this picture, we can see that build 87 is under the progress, so it means that the developer made some changes into the source code and committed it into the Subversion version control system. Jenkins has tracked the change and started to build new build based on the changes in SVN.

It uses the same script that runs all builds. Less than one Job name can be as many builds as changes in source code that were committed to the version control.

Figure 11: Result print
On this picture, we can see the result of the performing build in the console result print. All files passed and failed. And how long took the last run.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XML: nsetest-output.xml</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Run 9 tests in 0.031s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recording test results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finished: SUCCESS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That bigger shot from the previous picture console shows that ninth build successfully executed in 0.031 seconds.

11 Result analysis, work summary and future suggestions

This work started by learning and understanding about required and needed software to be able to perform work successfully.

Through this work was important to learn understand Python scripting language and write a first unit test for existing robot framework libraries to be able to run tests in new Jenkins server on its correct performance.

During this project, the difficulties faced were with the connecting all pieces together, where scripting of routes and paths were important to write correctly, that source code would be imported from the right place. That work took several weeks to figure out the right scripts for making connections. Learning to understand the source code and its performance was important, because otherwise unit test writing would be impossible.

By the end of the project, all pieces were combined, and the finally system starts to run and react to the changes in the source code. Unit test starts to run automatically. Work successfully completed.

Integrated Scrum cycle, which was taken in use in the same time, while this project took place was challenging. Many times happened that some work due to some issues had to be continued next day, sometimes several days.

Overall work was successful and was performed based on the client requirements.
12 Future suggestions

In the future, client could add more features into system by adding more plugins, for example in the result prints. Another suggestion to write unit tests for the rest of robot framework source code, that all possible fails would be easy to track on the early stage of development. Also, continue write unit tests, during development phase; when creating new keyword, or adding a new features to old data.
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